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The Consumption-Based Emissions Inventory1 (CBEI) provides a different vantage point on 
greenhouse gas emission responsibility. Conventional inventories assign emissions to geographic 
regions based on the location of their release: Making a loaf of bread in San Francisco results 
in (for illustrative purposes) 1 metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e) emissions, and 
San Francisco is assigned that 1 metric ton CO2-e in its geographic emissions inventory. These 
geographic-based inventories show how much CO2-e is emitted where – an essential first step in 
implementing mitigation policies. 

The geographic basis is an important way of viewing emissions responsibility, but not the only 
way. There is increasing interest in attributing emissions not only to the jurisdiction where they 
are released (for example, local bakeries using energy), but also to the end users of goods and 
services (the consumers that buy bread from those bakeries, locally or elsewhere). Both of these 
views are legitimate in that every ton of CO2-e results from both the supply and demand side of 
the economic systems: it “belongs” to its location of production, and it “belongs” to its location 
of consumption.

A consumption-based analysis notes that the bread was produced in San Francisco, but then 
considers a series of follow-up questions: Who purchased the bread? And furthermore, if 
someone in San Francisco purchases bread: Where was it produced, and how much emissions 
were released in its production? What emissions were generated by production of the materials 
that went into that bread? What materials went into those materials? And so on.

CBEI’s consumption-based methodology tracks financial flows and attributes greenhouse gas 
emissions to the “consumption” (the end use or final purchase, not as an input to production or 
for resale) of goods and services. Every purchase that we make is “embedded” with greenhouse 
gases; CBEI makes the consumers of goods and services accountable for the emission of 
greenhouse gases in those commodities’ production and distribution. Every region is assigned 
the emissions embedded in the goods and services used by its households (and a few other 
kinds of “final consumers” discussed below), and no region is assigned emissions for goods 
produced in-region but purchased elsewhere. The result is a shift in emission attribution from 
producers to consumers. For regions that import more embedded emissions than they export 
(such as most urban areas and many higher-income areas), consumption-based emissions 
will be higher than in a geographic inventory accounting. For regions that export more 
embedded emissions (such as areas with a lot of industrial production or petroleum extraction), 
consumption-based emissions will be lower than in a geographic inventory.

CBEI can be used to model consumption-based emissions for any sub-national jurisdiction in the 
United States. For this project, two CBEI inventories were constructed: one for the City of San 
Francisco, and one for the State of California. Part 2 of this technical report presents results of 
the CBEI inventory for San Francisco. Part 3 presents results of the CBEI inventory for California, 
and compares these results to those of San Francisco. Part 4 presents a detailed technical 

OVERVIEW

1 Stanton, E.A., Bueno, R. and Munitz, C. (2011). Consumption-Based Inventory (CBEI). Version 2.0 (March 2011). 
Somerville, MA: Stockholm Environment Institute-U.S. Center. http://sei-us.org/projects/id/199.

Consumption-Based Emissions Inventory For San Francisco
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methodology for the CBEI model, including data sources for both inventories. For ease of 
exposition, this overview (Part 1) will focus solely on the CBEI for San Francisco.
The CBEI model begins with San Francisco’s 2008 “Community Wide GHG Inventory”2 data 
on: 1) the emissions released by the use of fuel and electricity in (and waste disposal from) 
residential and government buildings in the area, and 2) emissions released by industrial and 
commercial activities in the area. The industrial and commercial inventory data are combined 
with San-Francisco-specific IMPLAN3 input-output economic data that tracks supply chains 
from raw materials, to “intermediate goods” (materials, including fuels and electricity, used to 
produce other goods and services), to the final goods and services sold to consumers. IMPLAN 
economic data are widely used by jurisdictions throughout the United States to create economic 
forecasts, inform budget projections, and analyze the expected impact of economic development 
projects.

Using IMPLAN data, CBEI tracks supply chains both within and outside the San Francisco 
borders and classifies emissions as occurring in one of three areas: inside San Francisco, 
outside San Francisco but inside the United States, and outside the United States. CBEI uses 
inventory data from the San Francisco Community Wide inventory, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, and a detailed study of U.S. international trade in embedded emissions to 
create emissions coefficients (tons of CO2-e per dollar spent) for each area and for each of 
440 different kinds of goods and services. Consumption-based emissions are calculated by 
multiplying San Francisco’s consumption (in dollars) of goods and services from each area by 
that area’s emissions coefficients (see Figure 1). Then CBEI adds end-use emissions from fuels 
burned and wastes disposed of by households and government entities within San Francisco as 
calculated in the Community Wide inventory.

Figure1: CBEI Calculation Summary

2 San Francisco (California). City and County of San Francisco, 2008 Community Wide GHG Inventory
Department of the Environment, City and County of San Francisco (2011).
3 Minnesota IMPLAN Group Inc. (2010). IMPLAN Economic Modeling. Version 3.0. Hudson, WI.  
http://implan.com.
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This consumption-based methodology is not meant to replace geographic greenhouse gas 
inventories, but rather to complement them. Both viewpoints – geographic and consumption-
based accounting – are valid ways to approach emissions accountability, and both are useful for 
different types of decision-making – by residents, governments and businesses.

The following sections provide a non-technical description of the CBEI model. 
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Commodities – goods and services

Consuming Sector – the final good or service purchased (for example, bread)

Consumption – final (end use) purchase of goods and services. Consumption excludes business 
purchases of inputs to production or products for resale.

Consumption-Based Inventory – emissions inventory based on consumer responsibility: emissions 
released as a result of consumer purchases from an area are attributed to that area

Direct Emissions – those emitted in producing the final good or service (for example, emissions 
released at an electric power plant)

Embedded Emissions – emissions from industrial and commercial activities necessary to produce 
and distribute goods and services. Sometimes called “embodied” or “upstream” emissions.

Emissions Coefficients – the amounts of greenhouse gases released per dollar of economic activity 
in a particular industrial or commercial sector and a particular geographic area. Also called 
emissions intensities.

Emitting Sector – the type of production occurring at the time of emission (for example, wheat 
farming)

End-Use Emissions – emissions from households and government entities use of fuel, electricity, and 
waste disposal services

Final Consumers – purchasers of goods and services for end use: households, government entities, 
and (for investment purposes only) businesses. Business purchases of inputs to production or 
products for resale are not part of consumption.

Final Demand – the purchase of goods and services by households and government, and 
businesses’ investment in capital goods and net inventory 

Geographic Inventory – emissions inventory based on geographic responsibility: emissions 
released from an area are attributed to that area 

Goods – material products for market purchase (bread, steel, automobiles)

Gross Demand – final demand plus intermediate demand

Hybrid Inventory – an emissions inventory that includes elements of both geographic and 
consumer-based responsibility

Indirect Emissions – those emitted further upstream in the production process (for example, 
emissions from refining and distributing the petroleum products used to generate electricity)

Intermediate Demand – the upstream inputs needed to produce final demand

Intermediate Goods – materials used in production, including fuels and electricity 

Services – activities for market purchase (haircuts, tax preparation, restaurant dining)

KEY TERMS
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Greenhouse gas emissions can be viewed either in terms of geographic responsibility or 
consumer responsibility. Geographic responsibility attributes emissions strictly by the location 
of their emission: all emissions physically released in San Francisco belong to San Francisco. 
Consumer responsibility takes a different view: all emissions caused by consumer purchases 
in San Francisco belong to San Francisco, regardless of where they were physically emitted. 
For the world as a whole (or for any economy that does not trade outside its borders), total 
emissions by geographic responsibility must equal total emissions by consumer responsibility. 

Emissions inventories often mix and match between geographic and consumer perspectives. 
San Francisco’s 2008 Community Wide Inventory, for example, is a hybrid, containing both 
geographic and consumption-based elements in its “Community Wide Emissions Factor,” which 
uses a weighted average of the carbon intensities for power produced in San Francisco and 
consumed by its residents. Figure 2 reports responsibility assignments used for each of three 
kinds of emissions inventories. GEO is an archetypal geographic inventory; HYBRID is an 
example of a geographic inventory that includes some consumer responsibility elements; and 
CBEI is the SEI-US Consumption-Based Emissions Inventory.4 

Figure 2: Emissions Responsibility Assignments

1.1.  Consumption versus Geographic-Based Emissions Inventories

Figure 2 breaks greenhouse gas emissions into several types that, together, are comprehensive 
and exhaustive; that is, all greenhouse gas emissions fall into one, and only one, of these types.

End Use, including:

4 Responsibility assignments in the geographic (GEO) and hybrid (HYBRID) inventories have been generalized 
across many similar inventory methods, quite a few of which vary from these examples. The Consumption-Based 
Emissions Inventory (CBEI) refers only to the responsibility assignments in the SEI-US model; other models of the 
emissions embedded in consumption may differ.
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Industrial/Commercial, energy and non-energy greenhouse gas emissions from the 
 production and sale of consumer products

LULUCF, or land use, land-use change, and forestry

For end-use emissions from fuels used in buildings, geographic and consumer responsibility 
amount to the same thing – the end purchaser of the fuel always is present at the location of 
emission. All types of inventories estimate the same value for these emissions. The use and 
disposal phases of the San Francisco CBEI model include these end-use emissions, as estimated 
in the San Francisco Community Wide inventory, plus the upstream emissions associated with 
producing the fuels burned for these end uses. 

End-use emissions from transportation fuels, electricity and waste disposal are assigned strictly to 
their physical location of emission in a geographic inventory, but there is a recent trend towards 
hybrid inventory methodologies, like San Francisco’s Community Wide inventory, that approach 
some of these end-use emission types from the point of view of consumer responsibility. A strict 
geographic inventory would include emissions from the electricity produced in San Francisco, 
the transportation fuels burned in San Francisco, and the wastes disposed of in San Francisco. 
The Community Wide inventory instead includes emissions from electricity used by San Francisco 
consumers, regardless of where the electricity was produced. The Community Wide inventory 
also departs from a pure geographic perspective for ground transportation and waste emissions. 
For ground transportation, the inventory counts half of the emissions associated with all vehicle 
trips that cross the city border and all the emissions associated with vehicle trips that occur 
entirely within San Francisco.  For waste emissions, supplemental materials to the Community 
Wide inventory count all emissions associated with waste disposal by San Francisco consumers 
in 2008, even if those emissions occur outside San Francisco (and in future years, as materials, 
such as food waste, decompose in the landfill).  

Geographic inventories, San Francisco’s Community Wide inventory, and other hybrid 
inventories include industrial/commercial emissions based on geographic responsibility: 
emissions from industrial production and commercial establishments located in San Francisco 
are assigned to San Francisco, regardless of whether the goods produced are purchased in San 
Francisco or exported. CBEI instead assigns industrial/commercial emissions based on consumer 
responsibility as discussed below.

The final emission type, land use, land-use change, and forestry, is approached almost 
exclusively from a position of geographic responsibility: LULUCF emissions, positive or negative, 
that take place in San Francisco are assigned to San Francisco. Many geographic and hybrid 
inventories leave this category out all together, or include net sequestration as an addendum to 
the main inventory. The San Francisco Community Wide Inventory includes the net emissions sink 
generated by the San Francisco Urban Forest. CBEI excludes any LULUCF.
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The CBEI model estimates the total emissions accountability of a given area in a given 
year based on the viewpoint that emissions are the responsibility of the consumers that use 
fuel, electricity, goods and services. This “consumer responsibility” logic turns conventional 
inventories’ “geographic responsibility” on its head, making it possible to look at the relationship 
between trade in goods that have emissions embedded in them (that is, greenhouse gases were 
emitted in the production of the traded goods) and local, national, and global greenhouse gas 
mitigation efforts. 

San Francisco’s CBEI estimates the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the purchase of 
goods and services by San Francisco consumers. The terms “consumer” and “consumption” are 
critical to understanding the meaning of consumption-based results and relating these results 
to those of other emission inventories. Consumption refers to the final use of commodities – in 
economics, “final demand” – where goods and services are purchased solely for their use and 
not for resale or as inputs into the production of other goods and services. Consumers may be 
households, government entities, or, in some special cases, businesses. The vast majority of a 
business’ purchases, however, is not consumption – a topic we return to below.

CBEI approaches emissions responsibility exclusively from a consumer perspective, as shown in 
Figure 3. In assigning emissions responsibility, CBEI differs from the Community Wide inventory 
in its treatment of industrial/commercial emissions. In fact, CBEI is really the combination of two 
inventory methods (a consumption-based accounting of industrial and commercial emissions and 
the Community Wide inventory’s accounting of end-use emissions), with some adjustment made 
for double-counting between them. CBEI brings together San Francisco’s existing Community 
Wide inventory with a newly developed inventory of “embedded” emissions.

Figure 3: Comparing Inventory Methods 

1.2.  Emissions Responsibility in CBEI

Embedded emissions are industrial/commercial emissions approached from a consumer 
responsibility perspective. Using input-output economic data, each consumer purchase can 
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be traced backward through its production process all the way to its raw materials, making it 
possible to estimate the total “embedded” emissions caused by the purchase and distribution 
of that commodity. Embedded emissions exclude end-use emissions from the use and disposal 
of goods after the consumer purchase. For example, the embedded emissions in purchasing a 
car are the emissions from its construction and sale, not from its end use: burning gasoline in its 
engine.a
The estimation of embedded emissions combines economic data with “emission intensities” that 
are calculated using the Community Wide inventory’s industrial/commercial emissions. For each 
type of commodity, emissions released in San Francisco are divided by the monetary value of 
production in San Francisco (that is, the dollars spent to produce that product or service). Each 
sector’s emissions intensity is presented in tons of CO2-equivalent per dollar. CBEI calculates 
separate emissions intensities for goods produced in San Francisco, in the United States but 
outside of San Francisco, and in foreign countries for import into the United States.

In the CBEI consumption-based results, the embedded emissions from San Francisco’s purchases 
of consumer goods and services are divided into three pre-purchase phases: production, pre-
purchase transportation, and retail/wholesale. Two additional phases report end-use emissions: 
use, and post-consumer disposal (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Five Phases of the SEI-US CBEI Model 

CBEI’s methodology for estimating embedded emissions overlaps with the Community Wide 
inventory’s estimation of end-use emissions for two types of purchases: electricity and waste 
disposal services. To avoid double counting, CBEI deletes its direct emissions estimates for these 
two sectors (direct emissions are those emitted at the electrical generator, landfill, or incinerator) 
but retains important information about indirect emissions further upstream in the production 
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process (for example, emissions from refining and distributing the petroleum products used to 
generate electricity). In the end, CBEI’s use and disposal emissions are the end-use emissions 
estimated in San Francisco’s Community Wide inventory, plus indirect emissions from the 
production and distribution of fuels and electricity, and disposal of wastes, that are calculated in 
the model’s embedded pre-purchase phases and then transferred to the use and disposal phases.
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Emissions are organized by type of consumer, commodity type, life-cycle phase, and location 
of emission. Before reporting more detailed information about CBEI calculations, this section 
presents a primer on the model’s organization. 

Type of Consumer 

CBEI’s consumption-based emissions are attributed to three types of consumers:

households purchase commodities for their final use, including goods (such 
as food, electronics, household furnishings, and cars), services (such as haircuts or tax 
preparation), fuel for vehicles and home heating, and electricity for household lights, 
electronics, and appliances. In 2008, 71 percent of San Francisco’s final demand came 
from households (see Part 4, Table 1). 

government entities purchase commodities 
for final use, including goods (like office supplies or food consumed in a prison), fuel, and 
electricity used in government facilities. San Francisco-based federal government activities 
were responsible for 4 percent of final demand, while local and state government 
activities accounted for 14 percent.5 CBEI does not estimate San Francisco residents’ 
“share” of or “contribution” to (via taxes or voting) out-of-city emissions resulting from 
federal government activities (e.g. foreign affairs, military, etc.).

the production of goods and services for household or government consumption. Business 
investment purchases, or the equipment or inventory that businesses purchase but do not 
sell in a given year, are treated as direct consumption by businesses. Business investment 
accounted for 11 percent of San Francisco’s final demand in 2008. (For comparison, 
U.S. investment was 15 percent of total final demand.) In CBEI, emissions associated 
with construction of nonresidential buildings are included under business investment 
consumption, while emissions associated with construction of residential buildings are 
reported under household consumption.

Most business purchases are of “intermediate” goods and services that are combined to 
produce new goods and services for sale. In input-output economic data (and in the CBEI model) 
these intermediate purchases can be linked together into a supply chain from raw materials to 
intermediate goods to final goods. 

But a few kinds of business purchases do not easily conform to classification by supply chain. 
Wheat, yeast, water, and electricity are combined to make bread – these intermediate goods 
become the bread. The mixers, ovens and bakery building are also essential to making bread, 
but they don’t become the bread. These durable goods – equipment and infrastructure – are 
used to make products year in and year out. They depreciate; they receive maintenance or 

5 Transfer payments (government payments made directly to households, for example, social security) are not 
included in San Francisco-based federal government activities (except to the extent that San Francisco state/local 
governments or households use the transfer payments to engage in consumption).

1.3.  Model Organization
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retro-fitting; and over a machine or a building’s lifetime it may be utilized in the production of 
many different products. Because of these complexities, in CBEI durable goods are treated, not 
as a part of the supply chain that becomes the final good, but rather as a special kind of final 
consumption called business investment. Net inventory (inventory at the end of this year less 
inventory at the end of last year) is included in business investment for a similar reason – it has 
not yet become part of a final purchased good, so there is no supply chain to which to attach it.

In CBEI, emissions from San Francisco businesses’ purchase of equipment, construction 
of buildings, and net inventory are attributed to San Francisco.6 Just like households and 
government entities, businesses can consume final goods that are not accountable to whoever 
buys the businesses’ products. This logic may seem incongruous at first but consider two points. 
First, this approach is used throughout the field of economics, and is central to the standard 
methodology for calculating gross domestic product used in every country around the world. 
Second, businesses investing in equipment and buildings cannot know how much (or even what) 
goods will be produced as a result. They may go out of business this year or in 50 years; they 
may decide to sell these investments, or the equipment may break down or become obsolete. 
There is no reasonable set of assumptions with which to tie business investments to all of the 
future products they might produce. Emissions from business investments, then, are attributed as 
consumption in the jurisdictions in which these purchases are made, and can be part of these 
jurisdictions long-term emission abatement strategies.

Commodity Type

Commodities are classified in 440 sectors. These sectors are aggregated to 62 subcategories 
and 16 categories (see Figure 5).

 Sectors: CBEI data are calculated and reported in 440 types of industries (or, 
equivalently, 440 types of commodities produced by these industries). About one-tenth 
of these commodity sectors have little or no “final demand” in San Francisco – that is, 
San Francisco’s consumers do not buy these products. Instead, they are purchased by 
businesses to make intermediate products for sale to other businesses, or goods and 
services for final consumption. (See the Appendix for a full mapping of sectors, sub-
categories and categories.)

Subcategories: The 440 commodity sectors are grouped into 62 subcategories.7

 Categories: The 62 sub-categories are grouped into 16 categories: Appliances, heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC); Appliances, other; Clothing; Concrete, cement 
and lime; Construction; Electronics; Food and beverages; Forest products; Fuel, utilities, 
waste; Healthcare; Home, yard, office; Retailer and wholesale; Services; Transportation 
services; Vehicles and parts; and Other.

6 Note that the CBEI model treats residential construction, normally part of the “investment” category in National 
Income and Product Accounting, as a type of household consumption.
7 Categories that are not further subdivided are counted as both categories and subcategories. For example, 
clothing is both a category and a subcategory.
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The change in emissions responsibility from geographic-based industrial/commercial emissions 
to consumer-based embedded emissions is one of two main differences between CBEI and San 
Francisco’s Community Wide inventory. A second critical difference is that hybrid inventories 
such as the Community Wide sort emissions by the emitting sector, while CBEI sorts emissions by 
the consuming sector. The emitting sector refers to the type of production occurring at the time 
of emission – wheat farming, yeast manufacture, water and natural gas utilities. The consuming 
sector refers to the final purchased good or service responsible for the embedded emissions – 
bread.  
 
In Figure 6, all of the emitting sectors have counterparts as consuming sectors. Bread consumed 
in San Francisco includes emissions from numerous emitting sectors, just a few of which are 
shown here.
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Figure 5: CBEI’s Categories and Subcategories
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Figure 6: Emissions Embedded in Bread and Light Bulbs

In geographic and hybrid inventories industrial/commercial emissions are commonly classified 
by the type of process that releases emissions. CBEI first calculates emissions according to a 
similar classification logic, disaggregated into 440 emitting sectors (for example, light bulb 
manufacturers, tungsten and silica mining, filament and glass manufacture, and water and 
electric utilities in Figure 6). But before combining its results with the Community Wide inventory’s 
end-use emissions, CBEI reclassifies both embedded and end-use emissions by consuming sector. 
Embedded pre-purchase emissions are sorted by the final good or service that is consumed (in 
this example, light bulbs), and end-use emissions are sorted by the type of vehicle or appliance 
using the energy (end-use electricity to power light bulbs), or the type of good that is disposed of 
(waste emitted from landfilling or incinerating light bulbs).

Location of Emission

The emissions embedded in final goods and services may occur within San Francisco, inside the 
United States but outside of San Francisco, or outside of the United States:

San Francisco emissions are from San Francisco production for San Francisco 
consumption. They include upstream requirements of production for San Francisco 
consumption only when the intermediate products are made in San Francisco.

 Inside-US-Outside-SF emissions are from United States (other than San Francisco) 
production for San Francisco consumption. They include U.S.-made upstream 
requirements of production for San Francisco consumption.
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 Foreign emissions are from foreign production for San Francisco consumption. 
They include foreign-made upstream requirements of production for San Francisco 
consumption.

Both material goods and services can be imported. San Francisco consumers “import” foreign 
services whenever they make an overseas financial transaction, use overseas technical support 
for a computer problem, or receive the results of an X-ray analyzed by an overseas radiologist 
– all common practices. Services are also “imported” into San Francisco from the rest of the 
United States whenever San Francisco residents purchase a service from outside the city (for 
example, by going out to dinner in Berkeley).

Life-Cycle Phases

Finally, CBEI’s consumption-based emissions are divided into five life-cycle phases: production, 
pre-purchase transportation, wholesale and retail, use, and post-consumer disposal.

Embedded pre-purchase emissions:

Production phase: Emissions from the manufacture of consumer goods are classified as 
production-phase emissions. For example, in the case of a cookie, this phase includes 
not only emissions released by the cookie factory, but also the emissions that resulted 
from production of all of the supplies purchased by the manufacturer: flour, chocolate, 
water, and electricity. Final consumer products also can be services, such as a haircut or 
tax preparation. Emissions that result from the operation of a hair salon, and all of the 
emissions from the products purchased for use in the salon, are also production-phase 
emissions.

 Pre-purchase transportation phase: Consumer products, and the supplies necessary to 
manufacture them, often make several stops on their way from factory to retail store. 
Transportation emissions from intermediate producer (the makers of the flour and 
chocolate in the example of cookie manufacture) to final producer (the cookie factory) 
to wholesale warehouse to retail store are classified as pre-purchase transportation. To 
be clear, this life-cycle phase does not include post-purchase transportation (bringing 
the cookies home from the store – these emissions are captured in the vehicles and parts 
category of the “use phase”).

Wholesale and retail phase: Wholesale warehouses and retail stores cause greenhouse 
gas emissions primarily from lighting, electronics and temperature control. This phase 
includes the direct emissions of wholesalers and retailers, and upstream emissions from 
goods and services purchased by wholesale and retail businesses (including electricity 
and fuel).

End-use emissions:

 Use phase: Some products cause emissions in their use by the final consumer. For 
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example, heating fuel causes emissions when burned in the consumer’s furnace and 
gasoline causes emissions when burned in the consumer’s car engine. Electricity 
emissions are also classified as a part of the use phase – the use of a computer or a light 
causes emissions from electricity generation. The use phase includes emissions at the 
point of combustion, as well as supply-chain emissions associated with the fuels that are 
combusted (e.g., emissions from petroleum refineries and coal mines).

 Post-consumer disposal phase: The final life-cycle phase is disposal. This phase includes 
only the emissions that result from the post-consumer landfilling or incineration of 
products. This phase does not include emissions that result from industrial or commercial 
waste, which are instead classified as production emissions. This phase does not include 
any “credits” for emissions reductions resulting from recycling or composting, except 
to the extent that recycling and composting reduce emissions from landfilling and 
combustion.

Geographic, hybrid, and consumption-based inventories share a common scope of analysis: 
the emissions related to (by location of emission or by location of consumption) a particular 
geographic area in a particular year. Embedded emissions (production, pre-purchase 
transportation, retail/wholesale) result from products purchased by San Francisco in 2008, and 
end-use emissions (use and post-consumer disposal) result from fuels burned and waste disposed 
of by San Francisco in 2008. The focus of the CBEI analysis is on the activities of San Francisco 
as a whole, and not on individual households, or purchases of single goods. The life-cycle 
phases in CBEI are subdivisions of the total San Francisco emissions in 2008, from a consumer 
responsibility perspective. In contrast, a true life-cycle analysis follows a single good from cradle 
to grave. CBEI embraces the idea of cradle-to-grave responsibility by dividing its emissions into 
activities that relate to each phase of the single-year “life cycle.”

For example, a true life-cycle emissions analysis of a car would follow that car from the raw 
materials that went into its production, through the production process, through pre-purchase 
transportation, retail and wholesale activities, to its purchase, use in combination with gasoline, 
and eventual disposal. CBEI does not estimate the emissions of a single car; it estimates the 
emissions related to San Francisco residents’ purchasing and driving cars in 2008. For the 
production, pre-purchase transportation, and retail/wholesale phases, car emissions result 
from all car purchases made in San Francisco in 2008. For the use phase, car emissions result 
from San Francisco residents’ driving cars in 2008. For the post-consumer disposal phase, car 
emissions result from San Francisco residents’ disposal of cars in 2008. 

CBEI results are best viewed from the vantage point of the planner or policymaker considering 
what can be done to reduce their jurisdiction’s aggregate annual emissions responsibility. These 
results are not directed towards helping individual households make decisions about when it is 
best to invest in a new car or household appliance in order to reduce lifetime greenhouse gas 
emissions. This being said, the CBEI apparatus does include an additional “demand modeler” 
tool for detailed analysis. Using this tool, an analyst can explore the embedded emissions 
implications of customized consumption profiles. The CBEI demand modeler results, however, 
only include embedded pre-purchase emissions, and not end-use (use and disposal phase) emissions.
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CBEI results include the complete impacts of San Francisco 2008 consumption, divided into three 
embedded pre-purchase phases (production, pre-purchase transportation, and wholesale-and-
retail distribution) and two end-use phases (use and post-consumer disposal). CBEI’s first three 
“pre-purchase” phases estimate the embedded emissions from the purchase of commodities; that 
is, they include both the direct emissions from the production of goods and services purchased 
by San Francisco consumers, and the indirect emissions from the production of inputs into those 
consumer goods. The use and post-consumer disposal phases estimate end-use emissions that 
occur after goods and services are purchased by consumers. The use phase includes the direct 
and indirect emissions from fuel used by the area’s households and government entities, and 
the direct and indirect emissions from the generation of electricity used by households and 
governments.8 The post-consumer disposal phase includes the direct and indirect emissions from 
households’ and governments’ waste disposal, both from landfilling and (where applicable) the 
incineration of solid wastes.

CBEI models consumption-based greenhouse gas emissions for a given locality and a single 
year. San Francisco 2008 CBEI follows four steps to model the consumption-based emissions of 
goods and services purchased for final use in San Francisco. The first step constructs emission 
coefficients – kg CO2-e per dollar – for San Francisco, the United States, and foreign imports 
into the United States for 440 types of goods and services. The second step models emissions 
from the production, wholesale, retail and transportation of goods and services up to the point 
of sale; this intensive, input-output analysis represents the bulk of CBEI calculations. The third step 
reorganizes these results from emitting sector to consuming sector. The final step adds two post-
purchase end-use phases and adjusts the pre-purchase phases for double-counting.

San Francisco’s pre-purchase emissions are calculated by multiplying emissions intensities in 
kilograms of CO2-e per dollar by the gross demand (final plus intermediate) for the 440 sectors. 
Final demand is the purchase of goods and services by households and government, and firms’ 
investment in capital goods and net inventory. The intermediate demand included in CBEI is the 
upstream inputs needed to produce final demand. This type of methodology is often referred 
to as “input-output life-cycle analysis,” for its use of input-output matrices that track the flow of 
money (as a measure of production activity) through the supply chain for various commodities. 
Unlike true life-cycle analyses, which typically trace materials through the life-cycle, the 
elementary flows in input-output life-cycle analysis are in dollars.

Consumption, or final demand, is the purchase of goods and services by households and 
government, and businesses’ investment in capital goods or net inventory. All economic data 
used in CBEI are taken from IMPLAN (MIG 2010) databases. IMPLAN is a leading economic 
modeling software product that includes national, state, and county income and production 
accounts data, as well as input-output models of the U.S. and San Francisco economies 
developed using data from the U.S. Commerce Department’s Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Census Bureau, and other sources. IMPLAN’s 
input-output matrices estimate the indirect (intermediate or upstream materials and equipment) 

8 CBEI follows the convention of treating electricity emissions as “use” emissions, as if they occurred after the 
electricity was purchased. Alternatively, electricity could be viewed as a service that contains embedded emissions. 
For consistency with all other goods and services, CBEI first calculates electricity emissions as embedded in the 
purchased service, then discards the direct end-use results of this calculation and replaces them with the end-use 
electricity emissions estimated in the Community Wide inventory to which are added CBEI’s calculation of the 
indirect emissions from end-use electricity generation.

1.4.  Understanding CBEI
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9 For technical reasons, CBEI calculations require the construction of two additional sets of emissions coefficients (for 
a total of five), as discussed in detail in Part 4 of this technical report.
10 Personal communication with Stephanie Battles, U.S. Energy Information Administration, October 2010.

requirements of production, from all sectors, that are needed to produce a unit of any one 
industry’s output for both the United States and San Francisco; IMPLAN data also include 
estimates of foreign imports and imports from the rest of the United States to San Francisco. This 
input-output analysis makes it possible for CBEI to model upstream emissions impacts. 

The following sections describe each step of CBEI model calculations in turn:

Step 1: Emissions Coefficients

“Emissions coefficients” (or emissions intensities) are the amounts of greenhouse gases released 
per dollar of economic activity in a particular industrial or commercial sector and a particular 
geographic area. The first step in CBEI model calculations is the construction of three sets of 440 
emissions coefficients (for each of the 440 sectors in IMPLAN data), each for a different area: 
San Francisco, the United States, and foreign imports to the United States.9 Each coefficient 
estimates the greenhouse gas emissions intensity of producing a particular type of good or 
service in a particular location. 

For the San Francisco coefficients, industrial/commercial emissions from the Community Wide 
inventory for 2008 are allocated to the 440 sectors. In some cases, the Community Wide 
inventory includes details about particular industries or commercial enterprises, and these 
emissions are assigned accordingly. Where less detail is available, emissions are assigned to 
groups of sectors in proportion to the San Francisco economic output of each sector. Emissions 
from the Community Wide inventory are the numerators of these emissions coefficient ratios; the 
denominators are the San Francisco economic output of each sector.

For the United States emissions coefficients, the CBEI model uses 2008 industrial/commercial 
emissions from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report 
(EPA 2010). Again, where sufficient details are provided, emissions are assigned to specific 
sectors; where there is less detail, emissions are assigned to groups of sectors in proportion to 
their U.S. economic output. To supplement the level of industrial detail available in this inventory, 
we use shares taken from a 2006 U.S. Energy Information Agency report on greenhouse gas 
emissions from U.S. manufacturing (Schipper 2006). These are the most up-to-date industrial 
emissions data available, and their use was recommended to us by the EIA.10 The denominators 
for the U.S. emissions coefficient ratio are the U.S. economic outputs of each sector.

For emissions coefficients for foreign imports to the United States, we rely on greenhouse gas 
emissions intensity data from the Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) International Emissions Data 
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2004 project (Peters 2010). The MRIO research effort has constructed emission intensity factors 
for trade between 87 countries or regions in 2004 – the most recent data year available. CBEI 
maps the MRIO emissions intensities for imports into the United States onto its 440 IMPLAN sectors.

There is one exception to this framework for constructing emissions coefficients in CBEI. The 
model only allows for three locations of emissions for every type of production, but for electricity 
there are four location possibilities with corresponding emission intensities: (1) generated within 
San Francisco, (2) the power pool used within San Francisco, (3) the rest of the United States, 
and (4) imports to the United States. While the electricity coefficients for the United States 
and U.S. imports are constructed as described above, the San Francisco electricity coefficient 
represents the intensity of electricity purchased in city (the power pool as a whole), and not the 
electricity made in city in a strict geographic accounting. The denominator for the San Francisco 
electricity coefficient is the full electricity emissions (residential, commercial, and industrial) used 
in San Francisco from the Community Wide inventory. The numerator is the electricity output (or 
economic activity) in dollars for San Francisco. 

This method gives the best estimation of the embedded emissions in commodities made and 
purchased in San Francisco. It does, however, muddy the distinction between electricity 
consumption emissions released in the San Francisco and Inside-U.S.-Outside-San Francisco 
locations of emissions. In CBEI results, all San Francisco electricity end-use emissions – direct and 
indirect – are classified as having been released Inside-U.S.-Outside-San Francisco. All other 
end-use emissions – direct fuel use and waste disposal – are classified as having been released 
from the San Francisco geographic area. 

Step 2: Intermediate Pre-Purchase Emissions by Emitting Sector

Emissions calculations take the dollar value of San Francisco’s consumer purchases (called 
final demand) – classified into 440 types of commodities – and use “input-output” analysis to 
calculate the upstream (supply chain) production requirements of these purchases, also called 
“intermediate” or “indirect” demand. For example, the purchase of a washing machine by a 
household (final demand) requires an upstream chain of business-to-business purchases: the 
washing machine factory purchases steel, plastic, wiring, and electricity; the steel foundry 
purchases iron and coal; and so on. Final demand for each commodity creates intermediate 
demand for other commodities. The sum of final demand and intermediate demand for any 
given commodity is called “gross demand.” Gross demand is organized by the emitting sector. 
The gross demand of clothing would be the final demand of clothing (direct purchases of 
clothing by consumers), plus the intermediate demand for clothing resulting from final demand 
for all commodities (such as the purchase of uniforms by hotels and the purchase of scrubs by 
hospitals). Demand is measured in dollars.

In CBEI, the gross (final plus intermediate) demand for all commodities purchased by San 
Francisco consumers is multiplied by the appropriate emissions coefficient (emissions per 
dollar) for each commodity to calculate the resultant emissions. Gross demand is divided into 
production in three regions: San Francisco, inside the United States but outside San Francisco, 
and imports from other countries. Gross demand for products made in San Francisco is 
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11 The CBEI methodology for calculating the emissions embodied in San Francisco’s foreign imports is slightly 
different than for San Francisco’s domestic imports and San Francisco production for in-city consumption. These 
differences are explained in more detail in the Part 4 of this technical report.

multiplied by San Francisco’s emissions intensities; gross demand for products made in the rest 
of the United States is multiplied by U.S. emissions intensities; and demand for products made in 
other countries is multiplied by the emissions intensities for foreign imports into the United States.11 

In this intermediary step, embedded pre-purchase emissions in the clothing category, for 
example, are not the full embedded emissions of clothing purchases; if a consumer’s purchase 
of clothing results in upstream emissions from the clothing industry’s purchase of appliances, 
electronics, or fuel, these emissions are classified as appliances, electronics or fuel, and are not 
readily observable as having resulted from the purchase of clothing. Similarly, if a consumer’s 
purchase of hotel stays, doctor’s visits, or computers results in upstream emissions from the 
clothing industry (associated with the manufacture of clothing for housekeeping staff or medical 
scrubs, or clean-room “bunny suits”), these emissions are classified as clothing, and are not 
readily observable as having resulted from the purchase of hotel stays, doctor’s visits, or 
computers.

The intermediate emissions calculated in this manner are classified as production, pre-purchase 
transportation, or wholesale/retail, and are reported on an industry and location basis. For 
example, in order to produce cars sold in San Francisco, auto companies must purchase 
steel and other inputs. The emissions from production of the steel used to make these cars are 
included in the CBEI intermediate calculation of production emissions, since they are part of the 
embedded emissions of cars sold in San Francisco. Those emissions, however, are reported as 
steel industry emissions. In this intermediate step, a similar principle of classification applies to 
all other emissions from production of inputs or intermediate goods: All emissions are assigned 
to the industries that produce them (e.g. steel), even when the emissions are embedded in a final 
good in another industry (e.g. cars). 

Step 3: Reorganizing Results from Emitting Sector to Consuming Sector

The CBEI model estimates the consumption-based emissions of San Francisco’s final demand for 
goods and services. Emissions “upstream” of the consumer (embedded pre-purchase emissions) 
are first classified according to emitting industry (in Step 2 above), allowing users to observe the 
share of emissions originating in each of 440 industries.

Running CBEI in its “life-cycle analysis” mode reorganizes the pre-purchase results according to 
commodities consumed. Both classification systems (by emitting sector and by consuming sector) 
result in the same grand total of emissions for the San Francisco pre-purchase emissions, but very 
different allocations of emissions among sectors. CBEI’s pre-purchase results by consuming sector 
are the embedded emissions of each and every sector of San Francisco consumption separately. 
Emissions are assigned to the sector of the good or service consumed. For example, emissions 
from the production of any good or service that are associated with the consumption of clothing 
(cotton growing, dye manufacture, and advertising) are assigned to clothing.
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Imagine an economy with just three production sectors and three types of final goods: bread, 
electricity, and steel. CBEI first calculates the total consumption-based emissions for this economy 
using the Community Wide emissions inventory (to establish in-region emission coefficients) 
along with economic data. The emissions are organized by emitting sector; that is, the purchase 
of final goods in the San Francisco results in emissions from the production of bread, electricity, 
and steel. Emissions that result from the production of bread are assigned to the bread sector, 
from electricity to the electricity sector, and from steel to the steel sector. These are the embedded 
pre-purchase emissions of San Francisco’s total consumption by emitting sector.

In Step 3 of the CBEI model, emissions are reorganized by the sector of consumption: the 
purchase of bread in San Francisco results in emissions from producing bread, but also in 
upstream emissions from producing electricity and steel used for bakery operations. All emissions 
that result from the end-use consumption of bread are assigned to the bread sector, regardless 
of how and where they were produced. All emissions resulting from the end-use consumption 
of electricity are assigned to the electricity sector, and all emissions resulting from the end-use 
consumption of steel are assigned to the steel sector. This is a single-year “life-cycle analysis” of 
each sector of San Francisco’s consumption, where the results sum to total 2008 San Francisco 
consumption-based pre-purchase emissions.

Because of the way the IMPLAN economic data are organized, the CBEI pre-purchase results 
for a given commodity category do not include emissions from wholesalers, retailers, or the 
transportation of a final commodity from factory to wholesaler to retailer; rather, these results 
are broken out in the pre-purchase transportation and wholesale/retail phases. Wholesale, 
retail and pre-purchase transportation are treated as services purchased by consumers. 
When particular categories of consumption are shown to have pre-purchase transportation or 
wholesale/retail phase emissions in final consumption-based emissions, these emissions result 
from producer’s purchases of these services (such as, transporting wheat from farm to factory). 
In buying a cookie, for example, the consumer buys – separately – the cookie; the transportation 
that was necessary to move the cookie and its raw materials from field, to factory, to wholesaler, 
to retailer; the storage services of the wholesaler; and the retail services of the store. All of 
these emissions are included in the pre-purchase total, but cookie pre-purchase transportation 
emissions, for example, are not linked to cookie production emissions.

Step 4: Final Results, Adding Use and Disposal Emissions

In a final step, emissions from two additional life-cycle phases are added to the pre-purchase 
results organized by consuming sector, after adjustments to avoid double counting. The 
calculation of CBEI’s use and post-consumer disposal phases includes additional emissions from 
direct fuel use not included in the pre-purchase model, and a transfer of some emissions from 
the pre-purchase model to the use and disposal phases. Fuels are an important category of 
San Francisco’s consumer purchases, but the pre-purchase model only includes the upstream 
impacts of refining and distributing fuels, and of businesses’ burning fuels to make and transport 
products; it does not include the use phase impacts of consumers burning fuels in their cars and 
furnaces.
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12 Bureau of Labor Statistics (n.d.). Consumer Expenditure Survey. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor. 
Available at http://www.bls.gov/cex/.

Use-phase calculations take the Community Wide inventory’s emissions from households and 
governments end-use of fuel and electricity and add to them the indirect emissions from refining 
and distributing fuels (for direct use and to generate electricity). These emissions are then 
allocated to the sectors representing the appliance and vehicles that use fuels and electricity. 
Indirect emissions from end-use fuel and electricity purchases, and direct emissions from end-use 
electricity purchases, are subtracted from the pre-purchase results in order to avoid double-counting.

Post-consumer disposal phase emissions calculations are taken from supplemental materials 
to the Community Wide inventory. CBEI’s direct pre-purchase emissions embedded in waste 
disposal are deleted to avoid double counting. End-use disposal emissions are combined with 
indirect waste disposal emissions from the pre-purchase model, and are allocated to various 
commodities in proportion to the types of items found in San Francisco’s municipal waste. Again, 
post-consumer disposal phase emissions are not classified according to the service purchased 
(waste disposal), but instead according to the types of commodities that San Francisco 
consumers throw away.

Limitations and Uncertainties

CBEI’s embedded pre-purchase emission results are not measurements; they are the best possible 
estimates given the availability of data. The economic data underlying CBEI’s pre-purchase 
model are IMPLAN data, including input-output and other production data for San Francisco 
and for the United States as whole; domestic and foreign import shares for each type of good 
purchased in San Francisco; and consumption data for households, government entities, and 
business investment in San Francisco. All IMPLAN data are estimated, as are all economic data 
used by governments and reported in the media: gross domestic product, the inflation rate, the 
unemployment rate – these are all estimates. 

CBEI emission results are estimates, but, of course, many of the emissions totals presented in 
geographic and hybrid greenhouse gas inventories are also estimates, based on calculations 
of the average emission intensities of fuels, industry self-reporting on emissions from production, 
or elaborate systems for approximating the number of vehicle miles traveled and the average 
fuel efficiency of those vehicles. When measurement is not possible – as is the case for most 
economic and much physical data – the practice of using good estimates is commonplace. 

IMPLAN estimates the consumption of households in every ZIP code, county and state of 
the United States based on annual data from the national Consumer Expenditure Survey,12 
a relatively small-scale survey that excludes several states each year, disguises the origins 
of surveys from several other states, and samples fewer than 100 households in each of 
the smaller states and up to (roughly) 2,000 households in each of the largest states. The 
Consumer Expenditure Survey does not have enough respondents to give an accurate picture 
of consumption in any county or in most states. In order to customize these national data so 
they apply to each smaller area, IMPLAN divides the respondents into nine income groups. 
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Using consumption profiles for each income group and income distribution data from the very 
large-scale American Community Survey and the U.S. Census, IMPLAN estimates each area’s 
household expenditures.13  

Given the availability of data, this is the most accurate method for estimating local area 
consumption. Indeed, detailed analysis of Consumer Expenditure Survey data by region shows 
that, after controlling for income, there are only very small differences in consumption patterns 
across regions, with the exception of a few categories of goods: transportation fuels, heating 
fuels, and electricity (see Stanton and Ackerman 2010). Fuel and electricity consumption do vary 
by income, but they also vary by climate and population density (Stanton et al. 2010). IMPLAN 
household consumption estimates for fuel and electricity, then, are likely to be inaccurate. Note, 
however, that for fuel and electricity, CBEI uses its pre-purchase emissions analysis only to 
estimate the indirect emissions from refining and distributing fuels. For the direct emissions from 
burning fuels and generating the electricity used by consumers, CBEI uses the end-use emissions 
calculated by the Community Wide inventory.

The CBEI model is a work in progress, designed to utilize the best data available today and the 
best assumptions about the relationships between those data in order to estimate consumption-
based emissions for regions of the United States. An important part of the model still under 
development is the translation of “producer prices” from IMPLAN data (the price paid for 
something at the factory door) to the more intuitive “consumer prices” (the price paid at a store). 
This organization of IMPLAN data makes it necessary for CBEI to treat the services of the retailer 
as a separate purchase – the dollars spent to buy bread are not readily connected to the retail 
“margin” (the mark-up that the retailer charges). In a future version of CBEI, we hope to use 
IMPLAN’s margin data to make this connection and present emissions for purchases made at the 
store, not the factory.

A final limitation of CBEI is its transferability to another region or year. In principle, creating a 
San Francisco CBEI for 2009 would be fairly straightforward; the more similar the categories 
of emissions given in the 2009 Community Wide inventory, the simpler this process would 
be. Introducing San Francisco IMPLAN data for 2009, and updating the various emissions 
coefficients and the mapping of use and disposal emissions to end-use sectors, however, is labor-
intensive. Transferring CBEI to another jurisdiction is still more complicated, both technically 
and legally. Inventories vary greatly in their categorization of emissions – in CBEI development, 
we construct new mappings for each jurisdiction from scratch. It is also the case that IMPLAN 
data for San Francisco and for the United States are embedded in the CBEI model, and these 
data cannot be transferred according to the terms of the IMPLAN licensing agreement. (When 
a CBEI project is complete, we transfer our license for IMPLAN data used in the project to the 
client.) Our long-range plan is to build a version of CBEI that would be generic and publically 
accessible, along with instructions for purchasing and importing IMPLAN data, constructing 
emissions coefficients, etc. 

13 U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey (annual), http://www.census.gov/acs/www/, and 2000 U.S. 
Census, http://www.census.gov/main/www/cen2000.html.
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Using CBEI to Measure Policy Impacts

Greenhouse gas emissions inventories are often intended to inform a policy debate regarding 
local-area mitigation efforts. Abatement policies could affect emissions in a number of ways that 
can be tracked by observing changes in annual inventories. For the emissions embedded in 
consumer products, some of the most likely observable policy effects include:

production value). In CBEI, this impact would be recorded in annual changes to San 
Francisco’s emissions coefficients. (Returning to the example of bread, if local policies 
required bakeries to use solar ovens, the change in commercial emissions would be 
reflected in San Francisco’s Community Wide Inventory and, therefore, in the emissions 
intensities for San Francisco used in CBEI.)

recorded in annual changes to U.S. emission coefficients. (Similarly, if a U.S. regulation 
required bakeries nationwide to use solar ovens, the change in commercial emissions 
would be reflected in the U.S. EPA emissions inventory and in the emission intensities for 
inside the United States, outside San Francisco used in CBEI.)

of imports to the United States. In CBEI, this impact would be recorded in changes to 
the foreign emission coefficients, although there would be some lag, as these data are 
not annual. The most recent available data are for 2004. (Given a relevant global 
agreement, reductions to emissions embedded in foreign-made bread would be reflected 
in CBEI’s emissions intensities for foreign-made goods.)

patterns. In CBEI this impact would be recorded in the Use and Post-consumer disposal 
phases, which take their data from the Community Wide inventory. (This policy would 
not affect the emissions embedded in bread; it would only affect emissions from end-use 
energy consumption and waste disposal.)

consumption (by income group) became atypical for the United States. For CBEI to 
record this impact, IMPLAN data must be supplemented by additional data sources. 
(The example here would be a policy to reduce San Francisco’s bread consumption 
with the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Clearly, this would not be a very 
effective policy. A more likely policy in this category would be to induce a reduction in 
the consumption of especially high emissions-intensity goods or services. For within-San-
Francisco production, the highest emissions per dollar commodities (excluding fuel and 
electricity) are transportation services: buses, ferries, light-rail, taxis, and trains. If such a 
policy were undertaken, IMPLAN data used in CBEI would have to be supplemented by 
local data in order to observe the effect on emissions.)
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Options for supplementing CBEI’s non-energy consumption data to monitor changes in local 
consumption patterns can take a few different forms. To observe the impact of policies aimed 
at reducing overall consumption, year-to-year changes in the jurisdiction’s sales tax receipts 
(adjusting for any variation in rates) could be used to scale IMPLAN consumption data. One 
scaling factor could be applied to all non-energy consumption, or – if some disaggregation of 
sales tax sources exists – different scaling factors could be applied to a few different categories 
of emissions. 

To observe the impacts of policies aimed at reducing the consumption of particular products, an 
annual survey of selected retail establishments could reveal changes in consumption patterns for 
specific, targeted items. With this information, scaling factors could be constructed for IMPLAN’s 
consumption data for the targeted products. This survey of retailers could be as large or as small 
as time and budget allows. For many products, requesting multi-year sales data from the largest 
retailers could provide a very rich data source.
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2.1.  Relationship to the Community Wide Inventory

Calculation of the CBEI 2008 consumption-based inventory for San Francisco begins with San 
Francisco’s 2008 “Community Wide GHG Inventory”1. Emissions from the Community Wide 
inventory are used in two ways in CBEI calculations: first, Community Wide industrial and 
commercial emissions are used to construct emission intensities for San Francisco-based production; 
and second, Community Wide end-use emissions are the basis for the use and disposal phases. 

Table 1 shows the allocation of Community Wide emissions towards these two purposes. 
(Note that end-use electricity and waste disposal emissions are needed to calculate the correct 
emissions intensities for San Francisco production, but estimates of the emissions embedded 
in San Francisco’s purchase of electricity and waste disposal services are replaced with more 
accurate data on end-use emissions provided by the Community Wide inventory.) The consumption-
based inventory results presented below have been adjusted to remove any double counting.

Table 1: San Francisco’s Community Wide Inventory by Emission Type, 2008 

SAN FRANCISCO 2008 CONSUMPTION-BASED 
EMISSIONS, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

1 San Francisco (California). City and County of San Francisco, 2008 Community Wide GHG Inventory
Department of the Environment, City and County of San Francisco (2011).

San Francisco Community Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory – Consumption Methodology

Source: Authors’ calculations based on San Francisco 2008 Community Wide GHG Inventory 
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CBEI calculations result in 18.58 million metric tons CO2-e in embedded pre-purchase emissions 
(see Table 2). To this, the Community Wide end-use emissions are added (5.88 million metric 
tons CO2-e) and adjustments are made for double-counting (-2.74 million metric tons CO2-e). 
Final consumption-based emissions for San Francisco in 2008 are 21.73 million metric tons 
CO2-e. In the context of the United States, San Francisco is an urban and, on average, affluent 
area where most of what is consumed is imported from outside the city, and few industrial 
goods are produced within the city. San Francisco’s consumption-based emissions are more than 
three and a half times higher than those estimated in San Francisco’s 2008 Community Wide 
inventory (see Figure 1).

Table 2: Final Consumption-Based Emissions, San Francisco 2008

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008.
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Figure 1: Total Traditional GHG Inventory and Total Consumption Inventory for San Francisco

San Francisco’s 2008 Traditional GHG Inventory (MMT CO2)

San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption GHG Inventory (MMT CO2)

Total
8.5

Total
21.7
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2.2.  San Francisco’s Consumption-Based Inventory

Table 3 reports San Francisco’s 2008 total consumption-based emissions by life-cycle phase 
totaling 21.73 million metric tons CO2-e. Production-phase emissions account for 63 percent of 
the total; pre-purchase transportation, 13 percent; wholesale and retail, less than 2 percent; use 
20 percent; and post-consumer disposal, 2 percent. In interpreting these results it is important to 
recall two points discussed in detail in Section 1:

purchased in San Francisco in 2008, while this category’s use emissions are the end-use 
emissions from San Francisco driving in 2008. Production emissions relate only to the 
cars purchased in 2008; use emissions relate to all cars driven in 2008.

a product when it leaves the factory. Emissions wholesale and retail activities (such 
as the electricity from running a freezer at a retail store), and from transportation to 
wholesalers and retailers, are included in the consumption-based emissions results but 
are not connected to the purchase of specific goods and services. Instead these emissions 
are embedded in wholesale, retail, and pre-purchase transportation services (as if the 
consumer made separate purchases of, for example, (1) a bag of frozen corn, and (2) the 
service provided by the supermarket that sold the corn). 

Table 3: San Francisco’s 2008 Total Consumption-Based Emissions by Life-Cycle Phase

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008.
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San Francisco’s consumption-based emissions amount to 26.9 metric tons per person (see Table 
4);2 further discussion of San Francisco’s per capita emissions, and a comparison to California’s 
per capita emissions is presented in Part 3 of this report.

Table 4: San Francisco’s 2008 Per Capita Consumption-Based Emissions by Life-Cycle Phase

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008. 

Table 5 reports San Francisco’s 2008 consumption-based emissions by type of consumer. 
Household emissions account for 82 percent of the total; government, 11 percent; and business 
investment, 7 percent. Recall that business investment refers only to emissions embedded in 
businesses purchase of capital goods and net inventory, which cannot be associated with final 
purchases by households and governments (see discussion in Section 1).

As shown in Table 6, the largest categories are Food and beverages (20 percent) and Vehicles 
and vehicle parts (15 percent). These are also the largest categories of emissions from household 
consumption: Vehicles and vehicles parts (23 percent), and Food and beverages (16 percent).

Table 7 reports consumption-based emissions by subcategory. Cars and light trucks is the 
subcategory with the greatest emissions (14 percent), followed Appliances, HVAC (6.1 percent), 
and Other (5.8 percent). No other subcategories exceed 5 percent of consumption-based emissions.

2 Per capita calculations for Table 4 use a San Francisco 2008 population of 808,976 (2008 American Community 
Survey 1-Year Estimates, Table B01003, Total Population. Universe: Total Population. http://www.census.gov/acs/).
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Table 5: San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Consumer Type

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008. 

Table 6: San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions, Share by Category

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008.
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Table 7: San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Subcategory
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Table 7 (continued): San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Subcategory

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008.
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Table 8 reports San Francisco’s 2008 consumption-based emissions by location of emissions. 
Note that a large fraction of emissions associated with services were released outside San 
Francisco. Consumers frequently purchase services from outside of San Francisco (by using an 
electronic service, or by taking a trip outside of the city). In addition, services providers located 
within San Francisco purchase intermediate goods and services from outs ide of San Francisco; 
for example, a San Francisco hair dresser will purchase shampoo and styling gel made outside 
of San Francisco.

Table 8: San Francisco’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Location

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008. Results adjusted from standard CBEI output: 
San Francisco area electricity emissions have been reallocated to Inside-US-Outside-SF.
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San Francisco consumers purchase commodities that are made in San Francisco, made in the 
rest of the United States, and made in foreign countries. Because emissions intensities (emissions 
per dollar) differ in each of these production locations, if San Francisco residents were to change 
their purchasing habits – buy more foreign-made products, for example – San Francisco’s 
consumption-based emissions inventory would change. Table 9 compares San Francisco’s 
consumption-based emissions with the estimated emissions if San Francisco consumers continued 
to buy the same dollar-value of items, but chose to buy them from the rest of California, the rest 
of the United States, or from foreign countries; these comparisons are made for pre-purchase 
emissions only (not for use and disposal phase emissions3) and are organized by consuming sector. 

Table 9: Comparison of Emissions Results with Adjusted Emissions Intensities

2.3.  Emissions Intensity Comparison

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008. 

Table 9 does not compare emissions intensities. Instead, it compares actual 2008 emissions 
with emissions in three “what-if” scenarios: (1) what if everything purchased in San Francisco 
that is made in San Francisco were instead made in the rest of California (at California 
average emission intensities); (2) what if everything purchased in San Francisco that is made 
in San Francisco were instead made in the rest of the United States (at U.S. average emission 

3 Pre-purchase emissions are reported before adjustment for double-counting.
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intensities); and (3) what if everything purchased in San Francisco that is made in the U.S. 
(including in San Francisco) were instead made in another country (at the average emissions 
intensities of current U.S. imports). Purchasing San Francisco-made commodities from the rest 
of California would increase 2008 emissions by 21 percent. Purchasing San Francisco-made 
commodities from the rest of the United States would increase 2008 emissions by 47 percent. 
Purchasing U.S.-made commodities from other countries would increase 2008 emissions by 120 
percent.
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San Francisco’s 2008 consumption-based greenhouse gas emissions from waste account for 2.3 
percent of its total consumption-based emissions (see Table 3 above). Table 10 compares these 
2008 results with the results of three “what if” scenarios for San Francisco waste disposal: In 
Scenario A, San Francisco’s waste levels return to their 1990 levels;4 in Scenario B, there are 
no organic wastes (food scraps and yard waste) whatsoever; and in Scenario C, mixed paper 
waste is reduced to half of its 2008 level.

At 1990 waste levels, San Francisco’s waste emissions rise to 2.5 percent of total consumption-
based emissions, compared to 2.3 percent in the base CBEI results for 2008. When organic 
waste is eliminated, waste emissions account for just 1.5 percent of total consumption-based 
emissions, and when mixed paper is reduced to half, waste emissions make up 2.0 percent of 
the total.

Table 10: Comparison of Emissions Results with Adjusted Waste Disposal Emissions

2.4.  San Francisco’s Emissions from Waste

4 1990 data from “Calculations of GHG Emissions from the Waste Sector in the City of San Francisco for the 
baseline year of 1990,” memorandum from Amruta Sudhalkar, of ICLEI, to Calla Rose Ostrander, City and County 
of San Francisco Department of Environment, April 25, 2011. 

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco 2008.
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CALIFORNIA 2008 CONSUMPTION-BASED 
EMISSIONS, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

State of California Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory – Consumption Methodology

3.1.  Relationship to California State Traditional Inventory 

Calculation of the CBEI 2008 consumption-based inventory for San Francisco begins with 
San Francisco’s 2008 “Community Wide GHG Inventory” . Emissions from the Community 
Wide inventory are used in two ways in CBEI calculations: first, Community Wide industrial and 
commercial emissions are used to construct emission intensities for San Francisco-based production; 
and second, Community Wide end-use emissions are the basis for the use and disposal phases. 

Table 1 shows the allocation of Community Wide emissions towards these two purposes. 
(Note that end-use electricity and waste disposal emissions are needed to calculate the correct 
emissions intensities for San Francisco production, but estimates of the emissions embedded 
in San Francisco’s purchase of electricity and waste disposal services are replaced with more 
accurate data on end-use emissions provided by the Community Wide inventory.) The consumption-
based inventory results presented below have been adjusted to remove any double counting.

Table 1: California’s Traditional Inventory by Emission Type, 2008

Source: Authors’ calculations based on California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board (2010).
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CBEI calculations result in 648 million metric tons CO2-e in embedded pre-purchase emissions 
(see Table 2). To this, the California traditional end-use emissions are added (474 million metric 
tons CO2-e) and adjustments are made for double-counting (-288 million metric tons CO2-e). 
Final consumption-based emissions for California in 2008 are 834 million metric tons CO2-e. 
California’s consumption-based emissions are almost double (176 percent) the emissions 
estimated in California’s 2008 traditional inventory (see Figure 1). 

Table 2: Final Consumption-Based Emissions, California 2008

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008.
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Figure 1: Total Traditional GHG Inventory and Total Consumption Inventory for California

California’s 2008 Traditional GHG Inventory (MMT CO2)

California’s 2008 Consumption GHG Inventory (MMT CO2)

Total
408.7

Total
833.6
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3.2.  California’s Consumption-Based Inventory

Table 3 reports California’s 2008 consumption-based emissions by life-cycle phase totaling 834 
million metric tons CO2-e. Production-phase emissions account for 56 percent of the total; pre-
purchase transportation, 6 percent; wholesale and retail, 2 percent; use, 31 percent; and post-
consumer disposal less than 5 percent. 

Table 4 reports California’s 2008 consumption-based emissions by type of consumer. Household 
emissions account for 76 percent of the total; business investment and government, 12 percent 
each. 

As shown in Table 5, the largest categories are Vehicles and vehicle parts (19 percent) and Food 
and beverages (14 percent). These are also the largest categories of emissions from household 
consumption: Vehicles and vehicles parts (21 percent), and Food and beverages (18 percent).

Table 6 reports consumption-based emissions by subcategory. Cars and light trucks is the 
subcategory with the greatest emissions (16 percent), followed by Appliances, HVAC (8.8 
percent), and Other (7 percent). No other subcategories exceed 5 percent of consumption-based 
emissions.

Table 7 reports California’s 2008 consumption-based emissions by location of emissions.
 
Table 3: California’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Life-Cycle Phase

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008.
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Table 4: California’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Consumer Type

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008. 

Table 5: California’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions, Share by Category

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008. 
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Table 6: California 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Subcategory
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Table 6 (continued): California 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Subcategory

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008. 
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Table 7: California’s 2008 Consumption-Based Emissions by Location

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008. Results adjusted from standard CBEI 
output: 52.5 percent of California area electricity emissions have been reallocated to Inside-US-Outside-SF. 
This electricity import share was derived from California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board 
(2010).
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Table 8 reports per capita consumption-based emissions for California of 22.6 metric tons 
CO2-e, as compared to San Francisco’s 26.9 metric tons CO2-e.1  In the traditional inventories, 
California’s per capita emissions are 77 percent higher than San Francisco’s, but in CBEI San 
Francisco’s per capita emissions are 18 percent higher than California’s (see Table 9). The root 
cause of San Francisco’s comparatively high per capita consumption-based emissions is its 
high income as compared to the rest of the state. San Francisco’s 2008 per capita income was 
$47,420 while the California average was $29,388.2 

3.3.  Comparing California to San Francisco

Table 8: California’s 2008 Per Capita Consumption-Based Emissions by Life-Cycle Phase

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for California 2008. 

1 Per capita calculations for Table 4 use a California 2008 population of 36,756,666 (2008 American Community 
Survey 1-Year Estimates, Table B01003, Total Population. Universe: Total Population. http://www.census.gov/acs/).
2 2008 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, Table B19301, Per Capita Income in the Past 12 months (in 
2008 inflation-adjusted dollars) . Universe: Total Population. http://www.census.gov/acs/.  
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Table 9 reports the ratio of San Francisco to California per capita consumption-based emissions 
by commodity category. For most categories, San Francisco’s per capita emissions exceed those 
of the California average; the highest of these ratios is that of Transportation services, where San 
Franciscans’ use of public transportation and taxis dwarfs that of average Californian. There are 
however, several categories in which California’s per capita emissions are higher than those of 
San Francisco: Appliances, HVAC; Appliances, other; Electronics; Forest products; Fuel, utilities 
and waste; Vehicles and vehicle parts; and Other.

Table 9: Comparing San Francisco and California 2008 Per Capita Consumption-Based Emissions

Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011) for San Francisco and California 2008.
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TECHNICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Technical Model Description Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory – Consumption Methodology

The CBEI model estimates the consumption-based greenhouse gas emissions of a particular area 
in a particular year. Part 4 of this Technical Report discusses the CBEI technical methodology 
in detail. For this project, we conducted two, separate CBEI analyses for two different “study 
areas”: one for the City of San Francisco, and one for the State of California. 

Abbreviations:

 San Francisco or California = Study Area = SA
 Inside-U.S.-Outside-SA = UX
 United States including SA = US
 Outside of the United States = Foreign = FR

4.1.  Step 1: Emissions Coefficients

In the CBEI model, greenhouse gas coefficients represent the quantity of emissions released 
per dollar of activity in each IMPLAN sector. CBEI calculates direct coefficients (the emissions 
intensity of a production process, not including upstream effects) for the Study Area and the 
United States, and uses existing data for direct plus indirect coefficients (including upstream 
effects) for foreign imports to the United States. (The original data for foreign emissions intensities 
are available only in the direct+indirect form.)

CBEI’s direct coefficients are the per dollar emissions, by sector, that result only from activities 
in the originating production sector; direct coefficients do not include indirect, or upstream, 
emissions. Production sectors are based on industrial and commercial IMPLAN codes (1 to 427), 
which correspond to NAICS codes 11 to 81. Sectors 428 to 440 do not have direct emissions,1  
although they might have direct+indirect emissions if their indirect emissions are positive.

Direct coefficients are presented in CBEI in kg CO2-e per dollar of industrial and commercial 
output for 2008. Separate direct coefficients are calculated for Study Area and the United States 
based on Study Area and U.S. emissions inventories and economic output, respectively. 

Direct coefficients:
Dcoef_SA Study Area direct coefficients
Dcoef_US U.S. direct coefficients

1 IMPLAN sectors 361 and 428 to 440 have no direct greenhouse gas emissions, although they may purchase 
inputs that required emissions for their production. Most of these sectors are purely labor. A few (scrap, used 
goods) are trade in second-hand materials; all greenhouse gas emissions from the production of these materials 
are assigned to their first use. Owner-occupied dwellings refers to the “service” of owning or renting a home; the 
manufacturing and transport of construction materials, emissions associated with construction activities, and fuel and 
electricity emissions of owning or renting a home are counted elsewhere in the model.
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San Francisco Direct Coefficients

Data:

San Francisco’s 2008 “Community Wide GHG” Inventory2 

Emission allocations:

See 2008_SF_Community_GHG_Emissions CBEI mapping.xlsx for a full mapping of the 
Community Wide inventory to San Francisco direct coefficients.

household, government, and commercial uses and relevant IMPLAN sectors; see “CBEI 
Transportation Allocation.xlsx” in the “San Francisco” folder for calculations and detailed 
methodology.

distribution services.”

commercial sectors (319-427) in proportion to their gross output (GO_SA).

sectors using supplemental data on NAICS and SIC codes.3  Where no information was 
available to assign emissions to particular IMPLAN sectors, these emissions are allocated 
to all industrial sectors (41-318), or to all industrial sectors not otherwise accounted for 
with specific emission assignments, in proportion to their gross output (GO_SA).

methodology, and are taken from supplement materials to the Community Wide 
inventory.4 

other utility services.”

California Direct Coefficients

Data:

California Greenhouse Gas Inventory by Sector & Activity, 2008 data (California Environmental 
Protection Agency Air Resources Board 2010).

2 San Francisco (California). 2008 City and County of San Francisco Community Wide GHG Inventory. Department 
of the Environment. City andCounty of San Francisco (2011).
3 Data obtained from EDGAR (SEC n.d.)  and the “Bridge between NAICS and SIC” in the 1997 Economic Census 
(U.S. Census Bureau 1997).
4 “Calculations of GHG Emissions from the Waste Sector in the City of San Francisco for the baseline year of 
1990,” memorandum from Amruta Sudhalkar, of ICLEI, to Calla Rose Ostrander, City and County of San Francisco 
Department of Environment, April 25, 2011.
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Emission allocations:

See CA ghg_inventory_by_sector_00-08_2010-05-12 CBEI Mapping.xlsx for a full mapping of 
the Community Wide inventory to California direct coefficients.

household, government, and commercial uses and relevant IMPLAN sectors; see “CBEI 
Transportation Allocation.xlsx” in the “California” folder for calculations and detailed 
methodology.

distribution services.”

total commercial (based on the government share of commercial heating and cooling 
emissions5), these emissions are allocated to all commercial sectors (319-427) in 
proportion to their gross output (GO_SA).

sectors using supplemental data on NAICS and SIC codes.6  Where no information was 
available to assign emissions to particular IMPLAN sectors, these emissions are allocated 
to all industrial sectors (41-318), or to all industrial sectors not otherwise accounted for 
with specific emission assignments, in proportion to their gross output (GO_SA).

other utility services.”

Sectors 11-14; soil management is allocated to sectors 1-10.

Study Area direct coefficients:

  Dcoef_SA = 

where GO_SA (defined below) is SA economic output by sector

Note that here, and throughout this methodology, calculations are for each of 440 sectors, unless 
otherwise noted. For simplicity sake, we omit the subscript indicating the sector number throughout.

U.S. Direct Coefficients

Data:

Emission of Greenhouse Gases in the United States 2008 (U.S. Energy Information 
Administration 2009)

5 U.S. Energy Information Administration (2008), Table B18, Table A1, see “KC2008 CBEI Sources for Direct 
Coefficients.xlsx.”
6 Data obtained from EDGAR (SEC n.d.)  and the “Bridge between NAICS and SIC” in the 1997 Economic Census 
(U.S. Census Bureau 1997).

(SA total production emissions)  
 (GO_SA)  
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Emission allocations:

household, government, and commercial uses and relevant IMPLAN sectors; see “CBEI 
Transportation Allocation.xlsx” for calculations and detailed methodology.

data (Schipper 2006).

2008 data (EIA 2009 Table 15, “U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Other Sources, 
1990-2008”), and allocated to sectors within these groups in proportion to their gross 
output (GO_US).

output (GO_SA).

data (EIA 2009) and allocated to sectors within these groups in proportion to their gross 
output (GO_US).

 
U.S. direct coefficients:

Dcoef_US = (US total production emissions)/(GO_US)  

where GO_US (defined below) is U.S. economic output by sector

Foreign Direct+Indirect Coefficients

Data:

Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) International Emissions Data 2004 (Peters 2010)

Direct+indirect coefficient calculations from CBEI direct coefficients:

DIcoef_CBEI_US U.S. direct+indirect coefficients (generated by CBEI model)
1. Transpose Dcoef_US from column to row vector.
2. DIcoef_CBEI_US_Transpose=Dcoef_US_Transpose×TypeI_Matrix_US
3. Transpose DIcoef_CBEI_US_Transpose from row to column vector.

Direct+indirect coefficients from Peters data:

DIcoef_IM_US  U.S. “imports” direct+indirect coefficients (for foreign final and intermediate 
goods used in foreign final products imported to the United States)

DIcoef_GL_US  U.S. “global” direct+indirect coefficients (for foreign intermediate goods 
used in U.S. final products)
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U.S. Import Coefficients: DIcoef_IM_US
 

1. Calculate values using Peters international data set by sector (i): 
  a.  Emissions coefficient for final imports into the U.S. in i sectors:  

 
       PetersDIcoef_Imports_US =  
 
b.  Value of final imports into the U.S. in i sectors: 
 
     PetersImports_US = US total output - US global output

2. Peters international GHG coefficient data (2001 dollars) in sectors (i) are converted to 
2008 dollars using the U.S. CPI-U.

3. Each IMPLAN sector (j) is mapped to 1 to 3 Peters (2008 dollars) sectors (i). In some 
cases several GTAP sectors fall under a single IMPLAN sector, and vice versa. Groupings 
of GTAP sectors into IMPLAN sectors are unique such that 57 GTAP sectors (i) become 51 
GTAP-sector groups (m):

  i=57 GTAP sectors

  j = 440 IMPLAN sectors

  k=1st/2nd/3rd GTAP sector per IMPLAN sector
  
  i(j,k) maps IMPLAN to GTAP

  m(j)=i(j,1) - in practice, there are 51 unique values of m

  n = a GTAP sector or group of 2 or 3 sectors, all mapped to the same IMPLAN  
   sector (i.e., a value taken on by m(j))

4. DIcoef_IM_US_unweightedj =

5. US_TCOn = ∑jUS_TCOj , summed over all j for which m(j)=n 
 

6. US_TCOxDIcoef_CBEI_USn=∑j(DIcoef_CBEI_USj* US_TCOj ) , summed over all j for 
which m(j)=n 
 

7. PetersWeightj = 

8. DIcoef_IM_USj = DIcoef_IM_US_unweightedj * 

(US total emissions – US global emissions)
(US total output – US global output)

(∑k(PetersDIcoef_Imports_US(j,k) * PetersImports_US(j,k) )  
 (∑kPetersImports_US(j,k) )

US_TCOxDIcoef_CBEI_US(m(j) 
US_TCOm(j) 

DIcoef_CBEI_USj  

 PetersWeightj

0.5

( )
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U.S. Global Coefficients: DIcoef_GL_US

1. Calculate values using Peters international data set by sector (i): 

 a.  U.S. global emission coefficients (for U.S. final production including domestic and   
 imported intermediate goods – direct+indirect):

  PetersDIcoef_Global_US = (US global emissions)/(US global output)
 

 b.  U.S. domestic-only emissions (for U.S. final production including only domestic   
 intermediate goods – direct+indirect):

  PetersDIcoef_DomesticOnly_US = US domestic only
 

 c.  Ratio of Peters U.S. global to Peters U.S. domestic-only emissions:
 
  PetersCoefRatio = 
 

 d.  Value of production in the U.S. by sector: 
 
  PetersGlobal_US = US global output

2. Each IMPLAN sector (j) is mapped to 1 to 3 Peters (2008 dollars) sectors (i). In some cases 
several GTAP sectors fall under a single IMPLAN sector, and vice versa. Groupings of GTAP 
sectors into IMPLAN sectors are unique such that 57 GTAP sectors (i) become 51 GTAP-sector 
groups (m):

  
 i=57 GTAP sectors
  
 j = 509 IMPLAN sectors
  
 k=1st/2nd/3rd GTAP sector per IMPLAN sector
 
 i(j,k) maps IMPLAN to GTAP
 

3. CoefRatio_j = 

4. DIcoef_GL_USj = CoefRatioj * DIcoef_CBEI_USj 

(PetersDIcoef_Global_US) 
PetersDIcoef_DomesticOnly_US)

(∑k(PetersCoefRatio(j,k) * PetersGlobal_US(j,k))   

(∑kPetersGlobal_US(j,k) 
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Final Demand

Final demand data are extracted from IMPLAN databases as “regional institutional demand”7  
for the Study Area and for the United States in producer prices and terms. IMPLAN reports 
final demand for four types of institutions responsible for expenditures: personal or household 
consumption; Study-Area-based federal government; state and local government entities; and 
business investment expenditures in capital formation and net inventory replacement (see Table 
1). Final business investment demand does not include other business-to-business transactions. 
(Note that, as is standard in economic analysis, these data include the “service” provided by 
government salaries and benefits, and government purchases, but exclude transfer payments 
such as Social Security or unemployment compensation.8)

San Francisco’s final demand in 2008 was 0.5 percent of total U.S. final demand; California’s 
final demand was 12.6 percent of U.S. final demand:

Table 1: Final Demand for San Francisco, California, and the United States, 2008 (millions $)

7 “Regional institutional demand” is IMPLAN’s term for final demand for commodities by households and 
government, plus firms’ investment in equipment or inventory.
8 Government expenditures on employment (just like other pure-labor sectors such as household domestic work) 
have direct emissions coefficients of zero; labor by itself does not cause greenhouse gas emissions.  Any emissions 
associated with government employees spending their salaries (as consumers) are accounted for as part of 
“household” final demand, so there is no double-counting of emissions.

4.2.  Step 2: Intermediary Pre-Purchase Emissions by Emitting Sector

Source: IMPLAN 2008 data for San Francisco, California, and the United States (MIG 2010). 

CBEI multiplies final demand by IMPLAN input-output matrices to calculate gross (or direct plus 
indirect) demand. Gross demand is calculated for the Study Area (including the Study Area’s 
final and intermediate purchases of commodities produced in the Study Area); and Inside-
US-Outside-SA (including the Study Area’s final and intermediate purchase of commodities 
produced Inside-US-Outside-SA, and intermediate purchases used to produce final products 
consumed in Study Area produced Inside-US-Outside-SA). Gross demand for each location of 
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production is then multiplied by the appropriate emissions coefficients (Study Area or U.S.). 
(Note that final and intermediate demand for foreign commodities – including the Study Area’s 
final and intermediate purchase of commodities produced in foreign countries – are calculated 
somewhat differently because of data constraints as described below.)

“Producer prices and terms” indicates that IMPLAN’s reported final demand in a given 
commodity sector reflects payments to that commodity’s production sector, not the retail price 
paid by the ultimate purchasers of the commodity. Few purchases are made directly from 
industrial sectors. Instead, finished products typically pass through several hands before reaching 
the customer, and a portion of each consumer dollar spent on any product is retained by 
wholesale, retail, and transportation firms. For example, for a $1 cookie purchase, 25 cents is 
estimated, on average, to be retained by the retailer, 9 cents is paid to the wholesaler, 3 cents 
goes to pre-purchase transportation, and 63 cents is paid to the manufacturer. The portions 
retained by businesses other than the producer are the margin or mark up.

CBEI does not include any calculation of final demand from margining activities that would 
associate a particular good’s emissions with the share of each consumer dollar spent on retail, 
wholesale, and transportation of a good before purchase. Instead, CBEI takes the dollars spent 
by Study Area consumers on margining activities (retail, wholesale, and transportation) to be 
separate purchases of these services – the convention followed in IMPLAN demand data.

IMPLAN data (where xx is the data year):

SAxx_CD_10000 Study Area 20xx Commodity Demand by 10000 (Household) Institution
SAxx_CD_11000 Study Area 20xx Commodity Demand by 11000 (Federal Government
   Institution
SAxx_CD_12000 Study Area 20xx Commodity Demand by 12000 (State and Local 
   Government) Institution
SAxx_CD_14000 Study Area 20xx Commodity Demand by 14000 (Investment) Institution
SAxx_CD_Intm Study Area 20xx Commodity Demand, Intermediate
SAxx_IM_10000 Study Area 20xx Imports by 10000 (Household) Institution
SAxx_IM_11000 Study Area 20xx Imports by 11000 (Federal Government) Institution
SAxx_IM_12000 Study Area 20xx Imports by 12000 (State and Local Government) Institution
SAxx_IM_14000 Study Area 20xx Imports by 14000 (Business Investment) Institution
SAxx_TCO  Study Area 20xx Total Commodity Output
SAxx_EX_Frn  Study Area 20xx Exports, Foreign
SAxx_EX_Dom  Study Area 20xx Exports, Domestic
TypeI_Matrix_SA Study Area 20xx Type I Multiplier Matrix 
USxx_CD_Inst United States 20xx Commodity Demand by All Institutions
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USxx_CD_Intm United States 20xx Commodity Demand, Intermediate
USxx_IM_Inst  United States 20xx Imports by All Institutions
USxx_IM_Intm United States 20xx Imports, Intermediate
USxx_TCO  United States 20xx Total Commodity Output
TypeI_Matrix_US United States 20xx Type I Multiplier Matrix 

Data year adjustment (where yy is year under study):

SAxx_GDP GDP for study area in IMPLAN data year xx (in xx year dollars)
SAyy_GDP GDP for study area in emissions data year yy (in xx year dollars)
USxx_GDP GDP for United States in IMPLAN data year xx (in xx year dollars)
USyy_GDP GDP for United States in emissions data year yy (in xx year dollars)

SAxxtoyy_GDPratio =  

USxxtoyy_GDPratio =   

If IMPLAN data year and emissions data year are the same, both ratios are set equal to 1. 
If IMPLAN data year and emissions data year differ, then all dollar-denominated data are 
multiplied by Study Area or U.S. ratios, as appropriate. After these ratios area applied, the 
variables are renamed removing “SAxx_” for study area variables and “xx” (but leaving “US_”) 
for U.S. variables.

Foreign import rate:

FIR_10000 = 

…if CD_10000 = 0 or IM_10000 = 0, then 0

…otherwise (CD_10000 and IM_10000 not equal to 0):

Minimum of:
  (IM_10000)   (US_IM_INST) 
  (CD_10000)   (US_CD_INST)

Identical calculations for 10000, 11000, 12000, 14000

Final demand by production geography:

Study Area Final Demand for Study Area products:

FD_10000_SA=CD_10000-IM_10000 

(SAyy_GDP) 
(SAxx_GDP) 

(USyy_GDP) 
(USxx_GDP)

or
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Study Area Final Demand for U.S. products:

FD_10000_US=CD_10000× (1-FIR_10000)  

Study Area Final Demand for foreign products:

FD_10000_FR=CD_10000×FIR_10000

Identical calculations for all institutions: 10000, 11000, 12000, 14000

Gross demand by production geography:

Study Area Gross Demand for Study Area final products and Study Area intermediate 
production used in Study Area final production:

GD_10000_SA=TypeI_Matrix_SA×FD_10000_SA 

Study Area Gross Demand for Inside-US-Outside-SA final products and Inside-US-Outside-SA 
intermediate goods used in final products purchased in Study Area:

GD_10000_UX=GD_10000_US-GD_10000_SA

Note: GD_10000_UX is restricted to non-negative numbers.

where:

Study Area Gross Demand for U.S. final products and U.S. intermediate goods used in final 
products purchased in Study Area:

GD_10000_US=TypeI_Matrix_US×FD_10000_US

Note: GD_10000_US is restricted to be equal to or greater than FD_10000_US.

Identical calculations and restrictions for 10000, 11000, 12000, 14000

Total Gross Output (an input to direct coefficient development):

GO_SA=SA_TCO

GO_US=US_TCO
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Greenhouse gas emissions are reported in CBEI in thousands of metric tons of CO2-e and are 
calculated as follows (see Figure 1):

 product of the Study Area’s in-area gross demand and the Study Area direct coefficients  
 for each of the 440 IMPLAN sectors. 

 
 (including Inside-US-Outside-SA indirect emissions from the Study Area’s consumption of 
 U.S.-made final commodities) are the product of the Study Area’s U.S. gross demand and 
 the U.S. direct coefficients less the product of the Study Area’s in-area gross demand and
 the Study Area direct coefficients.

 calculated in two pieces:
 

  direct+indirect coefficients for “U.S. imports.”
 

  Study Area and Inside-US-Outside-SA production for the Study Area’s final 
  consumption are the product of the Study Area’s U.S. final demand and the “U.S.  
  global” direct+indirect coefficients less CBEI’s U.S. direct+indirect coefficients.

Note: FR = FR1 + FR2
Source: CBEI Version 2.0 (Stanton et al. 2011).
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Figure 1: CBEI Emission Calculation Schematic
Emissions coefficients:

Two ways to calculate emissions (depending on emissions coefficient data availability):

 Emissions = Direct demand * direct+indirect coefficient
  
  where, Direct coefficient * I/O matrix = direct+indirect coefficient
 
 Emissions = Direct+indirect demand * direct coefficient
  
  where, I/O matrix * Direct demand = direct+indirect (gross) demand

Emissions calculations:

Emissions released in the Study Area from Study Area consumption:

EM_10000_SA=GD_10000_SA×Dcoef_SA 

Emissions released Inside-US-Outside-SA from Study Area consumption:

EM_10000_UX=GD_10000_UX×Dcoef_US

Emissions released outside of the United States from Study Area consumption:

EM_10000_FR=(FD_10000_FR×DIcoef_IM_US)+

(FD_10000_US×(DIcoef_GL_US-DIcoef_CBEI_US))

Identical calculations for 10000, 11000, 12000, 14000

Pre-purchase emissions correction:

For transparency in presentation, the 14000 emissions results for sectors 37 and 38 (residential 
construction and remodeling) are added to the 10000 results for sectors 37 and 38. This 
change is made for all locations of emission (SA, UX, and FR) and all phases. That is, all 
emissions related to residential construction that would otherwise be classified as business 
investment consumption (a convention in economics) are instead classified as household 
consumption.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Phase

Designating emission phases:

EM_10000_SA_Prd  Household, study-area, production-phase emissions

EM_10000_SA_Trn  Household, study-area, pre-purchase-transportation-phase emissions

E M_10000_SA_WhR Household, study-area, wholesale-retail-phase emissions

Identical calculations for 10000, 11000, 12000, 14000 and SA, UX, FR

4.3.  Step 3: Reorganizing Results From Emitting Sector To Consuming Sector

To reclassify pre-purchase emissions from their emitting sectors to their consuming sectors, CBEI is 
run in its “Life-Cycle-Analysis” mode:

 
 Area as a whole. 

 
 requires re-running CBEI 440 times using the appropriately circumscribed demand vector 
 (i.e., demand for each sector is run separately). 

 
 CBEI for each of the Study Area’s 440 sectors of demand individually and recording the 
 total emissions generated by that run as that sector’s emissions. 

 
 different distribution of emissions across sectors.

4.4.  Step 4: Final Results, Adding Use and Disposal Emissions

Final CBEI results add use and post-consumer disposal emissions to the pre-purchase emissions, 
organized by consuming sector, and adjust for double counting.

Use and Disposal results:

 
 calculated at the sub-category level and cannot be presented by sector.
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 households, and a combined “government” institution (local and state government plus  
 federal government), and investment.

EM_10000_SA_Use   Household, study-area, use-phase emissions

EM_10000_SA_Dsp   Household, study-area, post-consumer disposal-phase 
     emissions

EM_11000+12000_SA_Use Government, study-area, use-phase emissions

EM_11000+12000_SA_Dsp Government, study-area, post-consumer disposal-phase 
     emissions

Use Phase

The use life-cycle phase includes all post-purchase emissions, with the exception of disposal 
emissions. Specifically, the use phase consists of emissions from direct fuel use by households 
and government (for heating or other appliances), household and government transportation 
from the San Francisco Community Wide and California State inventories (as appropriate by 
Study Area), households and governments direct electricity emissions from the from the San 
Francisco Community Wide and California State inventories, and the indirect emissions for 
household and government fuel and electricity purchases as calculated in the pre-purchase 
model. Indirect emissions in the use phase are sector-specific ratio of indirect to direct emissions 
from the pre-purchase results multiplied by the end-use emissions from the San Francisco 
Community Wide and California State inventories.

Use phase calculations disaggregate fuel and electricity emissions into the categories and 
sub-categories of commodities that utilize fuel and electricity – cars, furnaces, appliances, 
electronics, lighting, etc. (Double-counting is corrected by subtracting from the pre-purchase 
results the indirect fuel and direct+indirect electricity emissions included in the use phase, as 
described below.) For calculations, see CBEI Use and Disposal.xlsx in the “San Francisco” and 
“California” folders; for data sources see 2008_SF_Community_GHG_Emissions (new VMT) 
CBEI mapping.xlsx, CA ghg_inventory_by_sector_00-08_2010-05-12 CBEI Mapping.xlsx, and 
CBEI Use and Disposal Sources.xlsx.

Post-Consumer Disposal Phase

The post-consumer disposal life-cycle phase consists of emissions from post-consumer waste in 
landfills and waste combustion.9 Emissions from household and government purchase of waste 
disposal services are calculated in supplemental materials to San Francisco’s Community Wide 

9 Landfill emissions here are calculated on the basis of future lifetime emissions from each year’s disposal (sometimes 
called “methane commitment”). 
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inventory10 and the California State inventory11, and disaggregated into the categories and 
sub-categories of commodities that become waste products. (Double-counting is corrected as 
described below.) For calculations see CBEI Use and Disposal.xlsx in the “San Francisco” and 
“California” folders; for data sources see 2008_SF_Community_GHG_Emissions (new VMT) 
CBEI mapping.xlsx, CA ghg_inventory_by_sector_00-08_2010-05-12 CBEI Mapping.xlsx, and 
CBEI Use and Disposal Sources.xlsx.

Final Consumption-Based Emissions Results

Final consumption emissions for the production, pre-purchase transportation, and 
wholesale+retail phases are the pre-purchase emissions by consuming sector for these phases, 
summed across sub-categories (i.e., there are no sector results) and summed across the 11000 
and 12000 institutions (for a single “government consumer”), with a few adjustments (below), 
and renamed as, for example, 5P_EM_10000_SA_Prd (where 5P refers to “five-phase” results).

There is some double counting between the pre-purchase model and the use and post-consumer 
disposal phases. In order to correct for this double counting it is necessary to zero out the 
following emissions in the five-phase results from the production, pre-purchase transportation, 
and wholesale/retail phases:

5P_EM_10000, sub-category “Gasoline, heating fuels, other petroleum”
5P_EM_11000+12000, sub-category “Gasoline, heating fuels, other petroleum”
5P_EM_10000, sub-category “Natural gas distribution”
5P_EM_11000+12000, sub-category “Natural gas distribution”
5P_EM_10000, sub-category “Power generation and supply”
5P_EM_11000+12000, sub-category “Power generation and supply”
5P_EM_10000_SA, sub-category “Waste management”
5P_EM_11000+12000_SA, sub-category “Waste management”

4.5.  CBEI Demand Modeler

CBEI “Demand Modeler” is a separate tool used to calculate emissions for a user-determined 
subset of Study Area final demand (that is, dollar values of Study Area demand defined by 
economic sector and by type of consumer – households, federal government, local and state 
government, and investment). The “Modeler” can be used to view the consumption-based 
emissions of the demand for a single IMPLAN category, subcategory or sector, where emission 
results are disaggregated by emitting industry, type of consumer, life-cycle phase, and location 
of emission. Emission results for a single sector of demand can be viewed in the intermediary 
CBEI pre-purchase results by consuming sector emissions, but to see emissions by contributing 
emitting sectors or to do analysis based on custom demand profiles, it is necessary to do a 
sector-specific analysis using the Modeler.

10 See 2008 data on emission shares by type of product disposed in “Calculations of GHG Emissions from the 
Waste Sector in the City of San Francisco for the baseline year of 1990,” memorandum from Amruta Sudhalkar, of 
ICLEI, to Calla Rose Ostrander, City and County of San Francisco Department of Environment, April 25, 2011.
11 See 2003 data on emission shares by type of product disposed in Cascadia Consulting Group Inc. (2004), 
Statewide Waste Characterization Study. Publication #340-04-005. Sacramento, CA: Report to the California 
Integrated Waste Management Board. Available at http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/WasteChar/WasteStudies.htm.
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This method can be used to determine the (emitting) sector-by-sector emissions associated with 
that actual or speculative demand for a single commodity sector. For example, if the user enters 
a demand profile representing the Study Area’s consumption of cheese, the CBEI “Modeler” 
would return sector-by-sector emissions from all of the direct and upstream purchases associated 
with the Study Area’s consumption of cheese.

4.6.  CBEI in Access and Excel 

System Overview
The controller program for the CBEI system, written in Microsoft Access, is CBEI.accdb. 
The main back-end database files for the system are in CBEI_Data.accdb, another Access 
database file. 

Accessory functions are provided in other Access databases, including: 

Accessory functions are provided, as well, by the following Excel workbook, which receives 
intermediate results from queries made available in CBEI_Data.accdb:

Output from the system is provided by a series of queries made available in CBEI_Data.accdb 
and which feed into the following Excel workbooks:

System Structure
The components of the system listed above must reside in the same subdirectory for the system to 
operate correctly. 

A subdirectory of this directory, named CBEI UserReports, must be present as well. It serves as 
a repository for snapshots of the Excel browser files which receive their data from the queries in 
CBEI_Data.accdb.

Parameterization
System parameters are maintained in Table: tblParam (in CBEI.accdb), in order to make the 
system as flexible as possible. 
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System Linkage
In order for the system to work correctly, it must have its various components relinked whenever 
the system is installed, moved or copied. This process is invoked by the first button on the Main 
Menu in the controller program, labeled Refresh Data Connections. The macro invoked by this 
button is Init_Relink, which performs the following sequence of actions:

m_Initialize_RelinkAllDBsToLocalDirectory: Relinks all tables in all Access 
  databases in the system to the set of files in the current system directory, i.e. the  
  same directory in which CBEI.accdb resides. 

 
 current system directory

XL_ResetDataConnectionToAccess: This function resets the target of Access Data 
  Connections within Excel workbooks to the relevant Access database in the current 
  system directory, and does this, in Macro: Init_Relink, for the following:

 
   and Disposal.xls, (and, more specifically, in the parameter table) 

m_XLBrowser_ResetConnections: This macro resets all the data connections from 
  the Complete Emissions Browser (in Excel) to their sources in CBEI_Data.accdb 
  (Access)

m_XLBrowser_ResetConnections: This macro resets all the data connections from 
  the Complete Emissions Browser (in Excel) to their source in CBEI_Data.accdb  
  (Access)

m_XLModelerBrowser_ResetConnections: This macro resets all the data  
  connections from the Demand Modeler Browser (in Excel) to their sources in CBEI_ 
  Data.accdb (Access)

Enabling Macros
If the directory, or directory tree, within which the system resides is not designated as a Secure 
Location (via the Trust Center in Access), it will be necessary to enable macros manually each 
time one starts the system. If this is the case, the system will prompt the user to press, at startup, 
the required button to enable macros. This is necessary to do for proper functioning of the CBEI 
system.

Startup
At startup, once macros have been enabled, the rest of Macro: autoexec runs and it displays the 
Main Menu (Form: frmMainMenu).

Main Menu
The form, frmMainMenu, is the hub of the user-interface for the system. 

Button: “Perform Emissions Calculations” invokes Form: frmEmissionsCalculations, which 
provides methods for performing the main calculation streams. 

Emissions Processing
The system does Emissions Processing in two basic modes:
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In order for each of these to take place, two preliminary operations are performed, invoked 
when the Perform Emissions Calculations button on the Main Menu is pressed and before the 
Emissions Processing Menu is displayed:

Initialization of Matrix Arrays
Two large matrices are used repeatedly in calculations and are loaded preliminarily into 
memory from their static storage in Access tables in order to optimize processing time. 

Macro: m_Initialize_Matrix_Arrays carries out this process and does it in three steps:
initializeMatrixArrays

numSectors from the NumberOfSectors value in the parameter  
  table

Type_I_SAxx_Matrix to numSectors x numSectors
Type_I_USxx_Matrix to numSectors x numSectors

initialize_Matrix loads Table: tbl_Type_I_SAxx, which stores the Study Area  
 matrix, into the memory array named Type_I_SAxx_Matrix 

 tbl_Type_I_USxx, which stores the US matrix, into  
 the memory array named Type_I_USxx_Matrix 

Standard Emissions Processing: Overview
Standard Emissions Processing performs several calculations that are required for Complete 
Emissions and Demand Modeler processing. Notably, these are:

 
 values for an Emissions Study year which may be different from an EmissionsData year

 tblIMPLAN_Adjusted, which represents  
 the values stored in Table: tblIMPLAN_Raw multiplied times the GDP ratios.

 
 Standard.

As well, Standard Emissions Processing produces results in Table: tblFinalDemand_Standard and 
Table: tblEmissions_Standard, which represent aggregate calculations based on the input data. 

Standard Emissions Processing: Details
Main driver: Macro m_AllCalculatedResults_Standard_Update. This routine calls all the 
necessary steps in sequence:

 m_tblPhase_*_Update sets up the phase tables, which contain lists of sectors  
 corresponding to each of the three phases that form part of standard processing.

m_tblCBEIParam_Calc_Update initializes various system variables, notably the  
 GDP ratio between the study year and the data year.
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m_tblIMPLAN_Adjusted_Standard_Update creates, from the raw IMPLAN data, a  
 secondary “adjusted” table which represents a calculation based on the GDP ratios. 

m_tblFinalDemand_Standard_Update is the first major piece of Standard  
 processing, and the one that takes the longest time to execute. It involves loading  
 tblFinalDemand_Standard, which is derived from a series of calculations which load the  
 work table, tblFinalDemand. Multiple of the resultant vectors in tblFinalDemand are  
 generated by a matrix multiplication that loads Leontieff matrices, stored in the tables  
 tbl_Type_I_SAxx and tbl_Type_I_USxx, and derives a product from them and a series of  
 demand vectors stored in tblFinalDemand. That series of calculations is executed by the  
 Macro m_tblFinalDemand_Update, which, as an example calls Macro m_ 
 tblFinalDemand_GD_10000_SA_Update which performs the species of matrix  
 multiplication in question by invoking the VBA function arrayMMult_Store, which one can  
 find in Module: Main.

 updates tblCoefficients, through a series of  
 subsidiary macros and queries, and, to this end, uses vectors derived from CBEI_SA_ 
 Direct_Coefficients_2008.accdb and CBEI_US_Direct_Coefficients_2008.accdb. To  
 retrieve those vectors – delivered as queries from those databases, this macro makes use  
 of a series of routines, evident, for example, in Macro  
 Update, which constructs a query to the relevant target database depending on  
 the current path of the system. (See, for example, the function, also in Module: Main,  

) which creates the appropriate query code  
 for this retrieval function and uses it, in the context of the macro, to load a vector array in  
 tblCoefficients, which is then used in subsequent calculations.

m_tblEmissions_Standard_Update calls Macro m_tblEmissions_Update and  
 performs the final calculations of the first three phases of emissions based on the results  
 thus far calculated and stored in tblFinalDemand and . These results are  
 stored in the work table tblEmssions, and finally stored in tblEmissions_Standard.

Complete Emissions Processing
Complete Emissions Processing involves a similar set of routines to Standard Processing, with the 
following exceptions: 

tblEmissions_LCA_Complete (which is the final result of  
 the process) is derived by isolating each row of the original IMPLAN data (found  
 in tblIMPLAN_Adjusted) and running , iteratively, the entire series of calculations for  
 tblFinalDemand and tblEmissions.

This process is driven by the Macro m_tblEmissions_LCA_Complete_Update , which invokes 
the VBA function LCAComplete_CalcAndStore_AllSector) (in Module: Main) which, in turn, 
commands the process which isolates each row of tblIMPLAN_Adjusted and stores the final 
results, ultimately, in tblEmissions_LCA_Complete.
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The Complete Emissions Process is very execution intensive (running a sequence of about a 
million different calculations) and are best run on a local (not a networked) directory on a fast 
machine.

 
 Macro m_tblUseAndDisposal_Update creates vectors that go into tblUseAndDisposal, and  
 which are retrieved by the Excel program CBEI Use and Disposal.xlsx. 

 
 m_tblUseAndDisposal_Update then executes a VBA function (found in Module: Main)  
 XL_RefreshLocalWorkbook which does this through an automation interface between  
 Access and Excel.

m_tblEmissions_5Phase_Update performs a series of routines that use results  
 derived from the calculations in the Excel workbook in combination with subtotals  
 (corresponding to sector subcategories) to produce the results for the use and disposal   
 phases, which are stored in the table tblEmissions_5Phase. A routine which tailors  
 specialized instances, Macro: m_tblEmissions_5Phase_Tailor ,is run subsequently to  
 modify the results in tblEmissions_5Phase.

 
 them qry__OUTPUT_Emissions_3Phase_Standard and  
 qry__OUTPUT_Emissions_5Phase_Standard.

Demand Modeler
The Demand Modeler process is very similar to the Complete Emissions process, with the 
provision for enabling the user to fill in sample data for final demand. That process of filling in 
can be done through the form frmLCAModeler which calls the form frmLCAModeler_Input.

Macro m_tblEmissions_LCA_Modeler_Update is the main routine for the Demand Modeler. It 
runs through a very similar set of steps to the routine which runs the Complete Emissions process, 
except that, instead of running the processes based on each line of the tblIMPLAN_Adjusted, it 
uses instead, each line of the final demand data input by the user, in tblDemand_LCAModeler. 
The main macro calls a VBA function, LCAModeler_CalcAndStore_AllSector) which, akin to the 
version for the Complete Emissions process, runs through the full calculation process iteratively. 
Results are stored in tblEmissions_LCAModeler. 

Modeler results are transmitted to the Excel reporting interface through the queries  
qry__OUTPUT_Emissions_3Phase_LCA_Complete and  
qry__OUTPUT_Emissions_3Phase_LCA_Modeler.
Again, the Demand Modeler processes do not generate 5-phase output.
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